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A collaborative marketing 
toolkit for Mutuals

Including:

Key messages

A mutual brand/kitemark

A film

A strap line and impactful copy



Our plan…

Start with consumer research

Working group

Develop messaging and 
channels (toolkit)

Cross sector approach in 
execution



And 
then….



So what did 
we do?

Start with consumer research

Working group

Develop messaging and 
channels (toolkit)

Cross sector approach in 
execution



Collaboration



Over to



Competition 
time!



“..made excellent member service our No.1 priority”

“…made our values visible in our actions every day”

“...made sure members can speak to a person, not an answering 
machine”

“...flexed the rules for a vulnerable customer”

“...provided additional services to make members’ lives easier”

“...made a donation to a charitable cause”

“...made a decision for members’ benefit, not shareholder return”

“...rewarded our long-standing members, rather than charged them 
more”



Time to gather 
feedback

Any Questions?



Context and what we’re trying to achieve…



If we can get the messaging and 

content right, there’s a definite 

opportunity (only 19% of 

respondents said there was 

“nothing” that could make them 

consider a mutual)

Overview of key insights

Knowledge around 

“mutuality” is pretty 

sketchy

There’s a mistrust of 

“banks” amongst a 

minority, but more are 

neutral camp

Mutual insurer 

strengths revolve more 

around “softer” more 

emotional 

characteristics

BUT The things that 

would more likely drive 

consideration are more 

rational in nature 



Challenges for our comms

This isn’t a simple education job - we also need to INSPIRE to compel people to act

We’re in the midst of a period of huge turmoil and uncertainty – how can we encourage people to take a 

longer term POV?

We have a pretty significant level of inertia to overcome – how do we cut through and resonate?

Most people don’t know who we are or what we do – mutuality isn’t a widely understood concept. How do 

we make it meaningful?

Our (members) products operate in pretty saturated markets – how do we differentiate?

How do we explain the benefits of mutuality vs corporates, modernise language and link the benefits of 

mutuality to modern Britain?



Getting the right framework for comms

Positioning – what do we stand for… how do we want 
to communicate with customers and potential 

customers?

Propositions – what do we say (and who to)… what 
do we want (or need) to say in order to turn apathy into 

affinity and affinity into action?

Tone – how we speak should naturally fall out of 
answering these questions



What will success look like?

An increase in 
awareness and an 

ability to get the mutual 
message through

Change perceptions

Clearly demonstrate the 
benefits of mutuality

Encourage everyone 
(AFM members) to align 

themselves



Workshops and the potential positioning platforms…





Everybody Wins  

What problem 
are we trying to 

solve?

What’s the brand 
promise?

Guiding 
Principles

Tone of Voice

Not enough people are aware 
of mutuality as a concept. And 

even when they are - most 
think it’s a bit of a 

philosophical and nostalgic. 
We need to reposition 

mutuality in a progressive 
benefit led way - which forces 
reappraisal and makes people 

question the wisdom of 
defaulting to the obvious 

suppliers of products 

When we work together, we 
win together 

Corporates are motivated by 
their own interests, not their 

customer. They see customers 
as numbers on balance sheets 
and an opportunity to profit.  
Our member model is built 

around shared interests, 
shared values and shared 

rewards - financial and 
emotional 

• Member first mentality 
• Shared interests 
• Rewarding relationships 

Uncompromising 
transparency 

• Helping people thrive

• Open (approachable and 
inclusive) 

• Emphatic (proud to 
champion the mutual way) 

• Purposeful (we make good 
things happen) 

• Dynamic (energised and 
progressive)

Our rallying cry: Everybody Wins



What role is this playing?

• Creating a platform which informs the direction and tone for “the mutual 
message for the masses” – increasing visibility and cut-through 

• Moving from a focus on education to a platform for inspiration 

• Celebrating the benefits of mutuality, not just communicating its features 

• Providing a “glue” for all content that emanates from AFM 

• Complimenting the work of the mutual businesses and societies – a “whole 
greater than the sum of its parts” approach (work for AFM and the member 
organisations should share a common spirit, even if the look and language itself 
changes)



Talking to consumers demands a shift in emphasis and a different, more celebratory tone

“Mutuals are founded on a 
premise that strikes a 

chord with the consumer 
conscience” 

“Mutuals offer a 
refreshing and 

rewarding alternative 
to dealing with 

corporates which put 
shareholders before 

customers” 

“Promoting and 
supporting the mutual 
sector for the benefit of 

customers and 
members throughout 

the UK”

“We’re committed to 
helping more and 

more people enjoy the 
financial and 

emotional benefits of 
being members of 

mutual 
organisations”

To advocate the values 
of mutuality and 

through this, promote 
the expansion of the 

sector

“Unlike corporates, we 
work to benefit the 
many, not the few”



PR & Comms



AFM coverage

Unity Mutual coverage

One Family coverage



Toolkit AFM Campaigns Press Office  

Everybody Wins

Helping put the AFM 
on the map with 

media with proactive 
campaigns - giving 

them a reason to write 
about mutuality to 
inspire people and 
increase consumer 

consideration

Arm members with 
assets to promote the 
benefits of mutuality 

with their own 
audiences - to engage, 

educate and inspire

Help modernise the AFM 
comms - so we are 

reacting to the media 
agenda, putting forward 

comment & content from 
the AFM & its members 

to convey our key 
messages and benefits fo 

mutuality

Three pronged approach



Press Office 

• Press pack for media - what is the AFM, info on 
members and areas of expertise, case studies 

• News jacking  of relevant opps with AFM 
commentary including broadcast (we do daily 
news agenda monitoring)  

• Key calendar dates - for example key 
government announcements, health awareness 
days, ONS data, and January money saving 

• Meet the media (visual 1-2-1s for Martin) 



Animated Video Content: “I used to think…”

Lots of things about our lives have changed due to the pandemic, changing the way we think about our lives. Is this something 
we can tap into to make people consider mutuals? 

“I used to think I had to work in an 
office…”

“I used to think I had to commute 
for 4 hours a day…”

“I used to think I had to eat at my 
desk…”

 “I used to think I had to put my 
money in a bank or buy insurance 
from a big provider BUT now I 
understand that Mutuals offer a 
refreshing and rewarding 
alternative



Case study videos: Why I love mutuals

Real life people talk about their own personal experience of mutuals and why they love them 

“They really took the time to 
understand my individual needs…”

“They genuinely want my money to 
work for me, not a bunch of 
shareholders…”

“They’re run by people like me…” “I enjoy the emotional benefits as 
well as the financial…”



Example PR Campaign: How Britain Saves

Utilising AFM members’ customer 
data, conduct research into 
consumer savings and investment 
trends across the generations.  
Look at how people are using 
financial mutuals, popular products, 
average rates of return/ interest 
earned, gender and age-group split. 

Compile report with case studies.  
Create a profile of the UK’s average 
saver to make the data more 
relatable: ‘Rachel, aged 37, from 
Milton Keynes: Profile of the UK’s 
average saver’



Next steps 
Feedback 
Board approval on ideas and route 

How can you get involved? 
Email sarah@smokinggunpr.co.uk or Martin or 
martin@financialmutuals.org

mailto:sarah@smokinggunpr.co.uk

